Colorado River Recreation Opportunities

River Rapid

River Access

River Segments

- Parachute to Rancho Del Rio: Length 11 Miles, 3 to 4 Hour Float, Mostly Class II water with few larger rapids. Needles Eye Rapid Class III
- Rancho Del Rio to State Bridge Landing: Length 15 Miles, 5 to 7 Hour Float, Mostly Class II water
- State Bridge Landing to Two Bridges: Length 8 Miles, 2 to 3 Hour Float, Mostly Class II water
- Two Bridges to Catamount: Length 9 Miles, 3 to 4 Hour Float, Mostly Class II water
- Catamount to Pinball Point: Length 18 Miles, 3 to 5 Hour Float, Mostly Class III water with a Class IV drop over large boulders at Pinball Rapid
- Pinball Point to Red Dirt: Length 3 Miles, 1 to 2 Hour Float, Mostly Class II water
- Red Dirt to Horse Creek: Length 6 Miles, 1 to 2 Hour Float, Mostly Class II water
- Horse Creek to Cottonwood: Length 7 Miles, 3 to 5 Hour Float, Mostly Class II water
- Cottonwood to Dorena Landing: Length 8 Miles, 3 to 6 Hour Float, Mostly Class II water

Whitewater Classification

- Very Easy: Moving water with a few ripples and small waves. Few or no obstructions
- Easy: Gentle waves, easy rapids with clear channels and boats visible from shore. Some navigation required
- Moderate: Moderate rapids with some water race and clear channels visible from the shore
- Difficult: Long, difficult rapids with obstacles requiring boat maneuvers. Some navigation required
- Very Difficult: Extremely difficult rapids requiring expert boat handling and swimming. Some navigation required
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